
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



WELCOME! 
 

I personally commend you for your commitment to creating a book. You probably don't 

fully appreciate this, but making the simple decision to take ACTION and invest in 

reading this book already puts you ahead of almost everyone else out there who thinks 

about writing a book, but never takes the necessary steps to get the job done. This is 

why less than 1% of people who want to write books ever actually do. 

Bottom line: Way to step up and GET IT DONE.  

I’m making the very basic assumption that you know the type of book you’d like to 

create. If you don’t know, try answering the following four questions: 

What are you MOST passionate about? 

What comes easy for you but is hard for others? 

What message do you have a burning desire to share with the world? 

What is your end goal for writing a book? 

Spend some time thinking about these questions. The answers will lead you to the type 

of book you should create.  

Next, this book will best serve you if it’s read sequentially. Don’t worry about your 

royalty structure and best selling strategies if you don’t have a book. They don’t matter. 

Create the book first; then move on. Publish the book; then move on. You get the 

picture.  

Don’t put the cart in front of the horse or you’ll end up like the 99% who never get their 

book written. Focus on what’s right in front of you and what needs to be done NOW. 

Building a best selling book is like building a house – the stronger the foundation, the 

higher the quality of your finished product (and, thus, your sales and royalties). You 

don’t just throw together a house without some research, diagramming and planning of 

the layout. You want it to stand the test of time. That’s where we’ll start, and if you’re 

willing to spend some time here, everything else becomes a breeze. 

The examples given in this book are for non-fiction books. Those are the books I 

read...and the ones I’ve authored. Will these same exact strategies of creating, 

publishing, monetizing, marketing and promoting apply to fiction books as well? 

Absolutely. The top selling books in the Amazon Kindle Store are fiction books. I just 

wanted to make sure we were clear on what you’ll be reading before we get started.   



Lastly – you’ll see plenty of screenshots throughout the course of this book. Technology 

changes rapidly and some of the websites may look slightly different than how they look 

in this book. You’ve got to deal with it. Sorry, but it’s impossible to keep up with all 

changes on Amazon, CreateSpace, ACX, Author Central, etc. If there is ever a major 

change on any of the platforms, I will be sure to update the book, but if Amazon decides 

to cosmetically change the font style on one of their publishing pages, I will probably 

leave the book as is. I’m sure you understand that  

Let’s rock and roll. 

- Scott 

Creator, Passion 2 Published  
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1. GETTING STARTED 
 

This section gives you the essential foundation for creating your best selling book. Many 

newbie-authors just slap a book together off the top of their head because they “think” it 

will make a good book. Work smarter! Doing a little research and homework pays BIG 

dividends in the long run. 

 

 

Finding the Perfect Niche 
 

There are four basic steps to finding a perfect niche for your book: 

1. Do competitive analysis and research 

Treat your book like a new business. To do this, you want to see what’s selling well in 

your niche. What do people like? What do they dislike? What’s the chapter structure? 

How do the covers look? What catches your eye? 

This is more of a conceptual point, but spend a little time browsing on the Amazon 

Kindle store. You’ll notice patterns. Flash-in-the-pan books may sell well for a few days 

but they’ll never stay there. Take general notes of what YOU notice about popular 

books is a good start in your research process. What would you like to replicate from 

those books? If YOU notice something, chances are others do as well.  

2. Drill down deep 

Understanding how categories and sub-categories work on Amazon is a key aspect to 

whether your book will sell. In almost ALL scenarios, writing to a specific, tightly defined 

niche is better than writing to a general audience.  

Consider the following: 

Let’s say you want to write a book on Real Estate. When you publish your book on 

Amazon, you are able to select two categories in which your book will be found. If you 

publish in the general category of Real Estate, you will be competing against EVERY 

book in Real Estate. That’s a tall order, especially when you consider that some of 

these books probably have major publishers driving massive amounts of traffic to the 

book.  



 

You’re much better writing your book for a highly targeted niche. In this case, consider 

writing a book specific to the sub-categories of Buying & Selling Homes, Investments, 

Law, Mortgages or Sales. You will have much more success doing it this way. The 

riches are in the niches. 

3. Analyze reviews from the best sellers in your category (and sub-

category)  

Reviews are a form of social proof and people are buying more and more off of them. 

They’re IMPORTANT. Other people can sell your book almost as well as you can.  



 

The best reviews to analyze are the 2 and 3-star reviews. Don’t pay attention to the 1-

star reviews where they say the book is garbage (every book gets one of these at some 

point). In my opinion, no book deserves a 1-star rating, and unfortunately, you’ll always 

have people out there who will rain on other people’s parade because they have no 

parade of their own. I’ve even heard of competitors hiring people to write 1-star reviews 

for books so it brings you down and props them up. Not cool at all and it doesn’t work. 

When you look at the 2 and 3-star reviews, you are again looking for patterns, both 

strengths and weaknesses. Are there consistent comments about something that is 

wrong with the book? Don’t do that! Are there overwhelming comments about parts of a 

book that people liked? Do that! 

This isn’t rocket science but it is a necessary part of the research process. Use what 

people are talking about to your advantage! Do this right and it can be your secret 

weapon because you’ll be creating the best book based on what your target audience 

WANTS.  

Speaking of target audience... 

4. Identify your ideal reader avatar 

Have writer’s block? Chances are, you’re trying to write the ultimate book that will never 

be criticized and will be perfect for everyone who reads it. This was my biggest personal 



stumbling block, and one thing I learned is that perfectionism KILLS books (see video in 

the Resource Bank).  

To combat perfectionism, create your ideal reader avatar. Who is the absolute BEST 

person to be reading your book? Write to them. What do they like? What do they do? 

How do they think? Where do they hang out? What problems are you solving for them? 

Conversely, it’s also useful to think of who should NOT read your book. Just thinking of 

this type of person will alleviate tension during the creative and research process. You 

need to know who you’ll repel to know who you’ll attract.   

When you’re crystal clear on who you're writing TO and what you're writing ON, you’ve 

not only found your perfect niche, you’ve got a winning book formula.  

 

Crafting a Best Selling Title 
 

Your title and sub-title are one of the first things people will notice when deciding 

whether to buy your book. Crafting the catchy, perfect title, as well as making it 

KEYWORD FRIENDLY, is a game changer for marketing your book. 

Your title often isn't as important as sub-title. The sub-title usually is the descriptive part 

that tells the reader exactly what the book is about. Titles are normally nouns; sub-titles 

are typically verbs. 

Examples:  

Helping X (type of person) do Y (solve a specific problem) 

“Helping Entrepreneurs Spread their Message and Create Passive Revenue Streams.” 

 

The X (System or Formula) for Y (type of person) 

“The Amazing Fat Burning Formula for Busy People Who Hate to Workout.” 

 

How to do X (specific thing) for/with Y (a simple, easy change) 

“How to Invest in Profitable Real Estate for Less Than the Cost of One Mortgage 

Payment.” 

Want the best title possible? Ethically “steal” the titles from the best sellers in your sub-

category. Here’s your super-secret ninja strategy: 

http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank
http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank


Copy each of the top 20-25 best selling titles and paste them in either a word document 

or a text editor. Then, select ALL of the text from the titles and go to TagCrowd.com and 

paste it in the box. Click “Visualize” and you will see something that looks like this: 

 

This is the TagCrowd that I created when I was crafting the title for my best selling book, 

Outperform The Norm. The bigger, bolder words are the ones most frequently used by 

the best selling books in your category (which means they are also likely strong 

keywords). Once you have this created, it will be MUCH easier to visualize how your 

title and sub-title will come together. Just write down a few potential titles using the 

words from your TagCrowd and narrow it down to the best one. 

Also, remember that Amazon is a SEARCH ENGINE and it's critical that your title is 

keyword friendly. In a lot of ways, Amazon is the new Google. They are the 

unavoidable, 900-pound gorilla. When people go to Amazon, they will usually search for 

whatever it is that they’re looking for.  

When you publish your book, you will list it with 5-7 keywords in the details (I show you 

how to do this later). To determine your keywords go to Amazon.com and start to type 

in the popular phrases that you know people use in your niche. You will see the search 

box auto-populate with a drop down of the most popular terms. Pay attention to these 

things, as they will be the keywords (or phrases) you will use when you publish your 

book. They are also important words to consider using in your title and/or sub-title.   

http://tagcrowd.com/
http://bit.ly/Zq6FIb


 

 

Building Your Book Structure 
 

Outlining and organizing the content for your book starts with simple brainstorming. On 

some of my books, I will start by simply writing down everything I can possibly think 

about that relates to my current book topic. Then, I scan it and make connections. The 

main themes become the chapters and the supporting, more detailed points become the 

sub-chapters.  

 

Below is an example from my best selling book, Metabolism Myths: 

 

 
 

http://bit.ly/1rs3Sef


What you want to think about in your book structure is including all “pillars” or “spokes.” 

Pillars come back to the house example – if you’re missing an essential pillar, your 

house will become unstable. Spokes are analogous to a bicycle wheel. It won’t roll true 

if it’s missing a critical spoke.  

 

Also do research on the best selling books in your category to make sure you’re 

covering ALL necessary and relevant content. Success duplicates. Use what the best 

sellers are already doing to make your book better.  

 

Lastly, realize that there’s no PERFECT book structure out there. Consider two of my 

books, Metabolism Myths and The 50 Best Tips EVER For Running Fitter, Faster and 

Forever. Metabolism Myths is more traditional – 8 chapters, with 2-4 sub-chapters in 

each. The 50 Best Tips book has 5 sections, with 10 short chapters under each section. 

BOTH of the books have been very successful.  

 

I’ve found that, as long as you include all relevant content, your book structure matters 

very little. Just decide what feels more natural to you – shorter, more singular-focused 

chapters or longer, more in-depth chapters. You can do it either way.  

  



2. CREATE 
 

My quick, blunt backstory with Outperform The Norm...  

 

I wanted to write that fricken’ book for two years and I didn’t write a single page! Call it 

whatever you want to – writer’s block, fear, being “stuck,” who knows? But I couldn’t 

even get started.  

 

Finally, I got over myself and just started writing. I thought of the ideal person I wanted 

to read my book and CRANKED away. Every time I started to get off track, I came back 

to that person. In fact, I locked myself in this cabin for seven days with no one to talk to 

but my dog (she’s not overly conversational) and came out of there with 90% of my 

book written.  

 

 
 

You need to do the same (not necessarily locking yourself in a cabin, but taking 

MASSIVE ACTION). Without a doubt, the biggest thing that holds people back is the 

creation process. Publishing is easy when you have a book. So is promoting. So is 



marketing. So is monetizing. But most people cannot discipline themselves to remove 

external distractions and CRANK on their book until it’s completed.  

 

GET. YOUR. BOOK. DONE. 

 

Stop waiting, start creating. You’re not serving and adding value to the world if you don’t 

do this. 

 

I’m going to take you through how to create your book and give you simple strategies to 

get started. 

 

 

The TWO Methods of Book Creation 
 

Most people are unaware that there are TWO separate methods you can use to create 

your book. There are pros and cons to each. One is the “traditional method” and the 

other is the “outside-the-box method.” Which one you choose depends on your skill set 

and how quickly you want to get your book created. 

The BOOK FIRST option is the one you already know. It’s me locking myself in a cabin 

and writing my book, the way we’ve always been taught. This is a good option if you 

enjoy writing and you KNOW you can consistently discipline yourself to write a little bit 

each day, or week (or do it “bootcamp style,” like I did). This option may take you 

slightly longer to create your book, but as long as you continue making progress, this is 

a good choice. 

The AUDIO FIRST option is the one most people don’t know about. It’s a way to get 

80%+ of your book created without writing a single page. You take a microphone on 

your computer (you can also use your phone) and record yourself talking about the 

different chapters of your book. You export the audio (typically as an mp3 file) and 

outsource it to someone to get it transcribed. The transcription that you receive back 

becomes the bulk of your content for your eBook and print book.  

This is a killer option if you are a reasonably polished speaker and are comfortable 

talking on your topic (possibly have given speeches or presentations, but not 

mandatory), which most people are. It will cost you a bit (ballpark $50-$75) to get your 

audio transcribed but this is the fastest way to get your book created. The best sellers 

I’ve created in under seven days have been with this option. 



If you are up in the air on which one to choose, I'd go with the AUDIO FIRST option. 

Even if it seems a little awkward getting going, it will still get you a kick-start on creating 

your book. Once you get the transcribed text back, you won’t believe how much of your 

book is already done. You can then add, subtract or edit the content from there. For 

your reference, one hour of spoken audio is about 40 pages of text (most of my books 

are about 2.5-4 hours of audio). 

 

The BOOK First Creation Process 
 

 

 
 

I get asked all the time how long it takes to create a book. The answer depends on your 

motivation, discipline and your ability to “chunk” your book down.  

For example, if you have 8 chapters, with each chapter containing 3 sub-chapters, and 

you COMMIT to writing one sub-chapter a day, you will have your book created within 

24 days (3 x 8 = 24). Give it a little leeway for the introduction, conclusion and editing, 

and there is absolutely NO REASON why you shouldn’t have your book done within 30 

days.  

 

Make sense? Can you do it? Will you do it? 



 

You don’t necessarily have to be this aggressive with your deadline, but the same exact 

format of “chunking” applies to the AUDIO FIRST option as well, except that you can 

speak a lot faster than you can write.  

 

The starting point I use for every author I’ve ever worked with is to look for things you've 

already created. Don’t make it more difficult than it needs to be! This includes articles, 

social media posts, blogs, journal entries, videos, podcasts or notes. Let these things 

serve as the "building blocks" for your book and then expand on them to create the 

chapters and sub-chapters. 

 

These are the top ten things to remember when writing your book: 

 

1. For writing your book, any text editor will do but most everyone opts to create in 

either Microsoft Word or Pages (for Mac). 

 

2. GET STARTED (you’re probably getting sick of me saying this)! Pick the chapter (or 

part of your book) that comes the easiest to you and do that first. You do not need to 

write your book sequentially. I’m a big believer in gathering momentum and once you’re 

in motion, it’s easier to stay in motion. 

3. Turn everything OFF. Discipline yourself to be focused and productive during your 

book writing time. The most important video you’ll ever watch on focus is detailed in my 

SWEPT Strategy. Check out the video and you’ll instantly become more productive. 

4. Move periodically, at least every 60-90 minutes. It can be as little as 2-3 minutes of 

walking around. The single biggest mistake people make is to try to plow through it 

when they lose their train of thought and are struggling to focus. When the body turns 

off, the brain turns off. 

5. The best writers block time and schedule it in their calendars (like you would ANY 

important meeting). Don’t reschedule. Don’t miss the meeting. Keep it as a priority. 

6. I don’t use this strategy a lot, but if you're stuck, Google to see what else is out there. 

This can include blog posts, books, articles, or anything else. Scanning these things will 

help spur some ideas from what other people have done. Only caveat with doing this – 

MAKE SURE you set a time limit for how long you’re going to browse! Burning all of 

your blocked time looking at what other people have done (and doing nothing yourself) 

defeats the purpose of the exercise. 

http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank/


7. When in doubt, ADD VALUE. When you have a constant focus on adding value it 

decreases the pressure of writing a book. Just think about entertaining the reader, using 

your unique strategies/methods to simplify something or make their life more interesting. 

These are the three primary areas to add value. 

8. Stay tight with your message and always come back to the central theme. It’s easy to 

go off on a tangent and to forget what your main points are. People would rather read 

something that is condensed and clear than something that is scattered and vague. 

9. I’m a fan of using personal stories REGARDLESS of the type of book you're writing 

(fiction excluded). Using personal stories creates relatability and a connection with your 

reader. 

10. You're an author (even if you’re not “officially” published yet)! Believe in yourself and 

don't doubt your abilities - you've got the goods! Even if the finish line seems a long 

ways away, all great journeys begin with a single step. 

 

 

The AUDIO First Creation Process 
 

The Audio First creation process may seem less comfortable than the traditional Book 

First style, but it gets easier once you get used to it. These are the four first steps you 

need to take before recording your audio. 

1. Choose your recording device 

You can use your phone, the speakers on your computer or an external microphone 

with your computer. Just know that anything other than using an external microphone 

will result in lower quality audio, so when you submit your audio to a transcriber, there 

may be more inaccuracies in the transcription. This will cost you more time in the editing 

process BUT if you follow #2 (below), you should still be fine either using your phone or 

the speakers on your computer.  

If you choose to invest in an external microphone (beyond your phone or computer 

speakers), these are the ones I recommend: 

- Logitech Headset Microphone 

http://amzn.com/B004E2IEVW


- Blue Yeti Microphone (MUCH higher quality, and probably unnecessary if you’re just 

getting started) 

2. Find a secluded recording “studio” 

First, know that you don’t actually have to rent a professional recording studio. But you 

also can’t record your book with someone mowing your lawn outside the window and 

your kids crying in the background. Choose a “studio” that is as secluded and noise-free 

as possible. 

Ideally, try to find a “damp” environment. This means finding areas where you’re 

surrounded with clothes (recording artists on a budget may tell you to record in your 

closet!), drapes, carpeted floors or blankets. Hardwood floors and large rooms with an 

echo should be avoided at all costs, especially if you’re not using an external 

microphone.  

3. Outline your first chapter 

This outline can include stories, details, key points and transitions. You definitely don’t 

want to write out the script beforehand (otherwise, just write your book!) but you should 

have some key points jotted down that will help steer your recording.  

I keep my outline very simple. I’ve found that writing down too many things actually 

makes me lose my train of thought and hinders my performance because I don’t speak 

as freely. As long as I have a few ideas jotted down that I KNOW I want to include, I’m 

good. 

At the time that I’m writing this book, I’m also recording a high achievement book based 

on my six-step “Outperforming Blueprint” (I must like the word “blueprint” ) and I took a 

picture of my outline and notes for the first chapter (below). Yes, that is it. Surprisingly 

simple. 

http://amzn.com/B002VA464S


 

If you’re recording on your computer: 

4a. Download Audacity free audio recording software 

Audacity is, by far, the best free audio recording software on the market. Works with 

both a Mac and a PC. 

Your 4 checkpoints for your recording in Audacity: 

1. Your project rate should be 44100 Hz (#1 in the image below) 

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/


2. Be sure to have at least 1 sec of silenced audio at the beginning and end of your 

track. If the transcriber needs to, this will make it easier for them to remove the ambient 

room noise to better hear your audio (#2 in the image below) 

3. Make sure your external microphone is selected when recording (if you're using one - 

#3 in the image below) 

 

4. Choose File > Export > Options and select the audio quality of your mp3 export.192 

kbps is the highest quality you would ever want. 128 kbps is considered standard and if 

you need to shrink the file size to send it to a transcriber, consider going with 96 kbps 

(#4 in the image below) 

 

ALWAYS choose "Save Project As" and save your Audacity project so if you need to 

edit it later, you can. 



After you’re done recording, find someone on Fiverr who will transcribe the audio and 

submit the audio files to them. Search “audio transcription” and you’ll get plenty of 

results. 

If you’re recording on your phone: 

4b. Install an audio recording app on your phone 

There are, literally, hundreds of audio recording apps out there (most of them free) and 

all you need are the bare-bones BASIC functions. I have an iPhone and I use an app 

called “Recorder” (free).  

The only thing that matters about your recording app is that you can transfer the 

audio onto your computer (you’re going to HAVE TO do this to send it to your 

transcriber). Apps work differently as far as syncing your files and it’s impossible to give 

instructions for all the scenarios (I made a video in the Resource Bank that shows you 

how I do it on my iPhone). Some will sync via wi-fi, some require you to be hard-wired 

with a cable.  

 

http://fiverr.com/
http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank/


Other than this, recording audio on your phone is simple. Just hit record on your app 

and start talking. You may have the option to trim the audio track but if you’re going to 

do any major editing it’s much more efficient to transfer the audio onto your computer 

and import it into Audacity. To do this, open Audacity and choose File > Import > Audio. 

After you’re done recording, find someone on Fiverr who will transcribe the audio and 

submit the audio files to them. Search “audio transcription” and you’ll get plenty of 

results. 

Other considerations: 

DON'T GET FRUSTRATED - you WILL get better with practice! It can be a bit strange 

speaking into a microphone or your phone when no one is around and trying to sound 

like you would in a conversation or an interview. But once you get into the flow of things, 

it will come more naturally. 

RELAX and just be YOU when recording! You need to have your own, natural voice 

when writing and the same thing goes with recording. This is why I keep my notes and 

outlines so simple. If the purpose of writing is to get your thoughts on paper, that’s what 

will eventually happen if you record like you’re speaking WITH someone, instead of AT 

someone.  

*****IMPORTANT***** 

I want to make sure the step-by-step process is clear if you’re choosing the Audio First 

option. This is the basic process: 

1. Create your book structure and outline 

2. Record the audio (on computer or phone) 

3. Send the audio to a transcriber on Fiverr 

4. When you get the transcription back, do the first edit YOURSELF (the reason I say to 

do the first edit yourself is because, no matter how good the transcription is, you’ll have 

to add, subtract or edit some things yourself before it is ready to be turned over for final 

edits) 

5. Choose final editing option (next chapter)  

After these edits are done, your book will be ready for formatting and uploading as an 

eBook and Print Book. 

For Advanced Speakers Only 

http://fiverr.com/
http://fiverr.com/


If you’re an extremely polished speaker, you can actually use the audio from your first 

recording for your Audiobook. But this is EXTREMELY difficult to do and I don’t think I 

could have done it for my first few books. My last two books were created this way but I 

had to get comfortable with recording first (and I’m a public speaker!) before I would be 

able to do it at an acceptable level to publish as an Audiobook.  

If you’re new and you’re looking to publish an Audiobook, you can use the steps in the 

Creating a Final Audiobook chapter to learn how to turn your computer into a 

teleprompter with the transcribed audio and record it that way. 

 

Effective Editing 

There are two different methods for editing your book and both involve outsourcing. 

The one golden rule is that you cannot edit your book yourself. SOMEONE else has to 

read it before it gets published. 

The first method is to outsource to someone online. I'd use Fiverr, just like you would for 

transcription, cover creation, etc. You’ll be able to get it affordably (probably $20-40, 

depending on length) and if you take into account the value of your time, it’s well worth 

it. 

The second method is to give it to family members or friends. I'd recommend giving it to 

two people and MAKE SURE they'll be honest with you. It does you no good to have 

them give you glowing positive feedback if there is something glaringly wrong with the 

book. Their job is to help make your book better. 

Whichever option you choose, I've always told my editors that I don't necessarily want 

them to edit the voice of the book. When that happens, it takes away from your 

message and natural writing style.  

What I WANT people to edit are: 

1. Spelling, conjugation and grammatical errors (your instead you're, they're instead of 

their, etc.) 

2. Sentence structure and flow. Do new paragraphs need to be created? New chapters? 

Sub-chapters? 

http://fiverr.com/


3. Areas that seem confusing, could possibly be omitted or those that need additional 

clarification 

Depending on the type of book you're writing, you could either pass it along for editing 

as it is being created or pass along the whole book when it's fully completed. If it is a 

book that has to be read in sequential order, you'd have to choose the latter option. 

Otherwise, you could choose either option. 

 

Outsource a Stunning Book Cover 
 

Outsourcing a stunning book cover is one of the most critical components to your book 

sales.  

 

People will probably get their first view of your book in one of two ways – they will either 

be scanning your category for a book or they will find a variety of books based on a 

keyword search. Whichever one they choose, they’ll end up looking at a screen like this: 

 

 



Your cover HAS TO be distinct. When they’re viewing it next to a bunch of other book 

covers on Amazon, you want them to click on the cover to learn more. Then your 

content and book description take over. 

Creating a stunning book cover is not as difficult as many people think. It starts with 

choosing an attractive, eye-catching image and then outsourcing the cover creation…in 

an affordable way. 

The personal site that I use for royalty free stock image is http://stocklib.com (but there 

are MANY other options – just make sure they’re royalty free). When you're searching 

for an image, choose one with a portrait orientation. They’ll probably give you multiple 

sizes you can buy the image - you do not need to buy the highest resolution version of 

the image. People are viewing the image on their screen, and even when you use the 

image for your print book, a midsize image will suffice.  

Next, go to Fiverr to outsource your cover (just search “Kindle book cover,” or 

something similar). You'll need to pass along the image you chose as well as answer 

some basic information about the cover (title, subtitle, author name, genre, etc.). If you 

have thoughts on how you would like the cover to look, definitely pass them along. 

Otherwise, the graphic artists do a good job of creating them on minimal instructions. 

*****Fiverr Tip (applies to ALL outsourcing)***** 

If you want to find your own "gig" on Fiverr, after searching, be sure to click on "High 

Rating" and do your homework. Look for someone who has high star ratings and quite a 

few buyers. Whatever you do, choose someone who offers revisions as part of their gig. 

I've never needed anything major changed but I have had a couple of subtle tweaks on 

some of my covers. 

 

Creating a FINAL Audiobook 
 

Very few new authors and recorders will be able to produce a quality FINAL Audiobook 

from their first take on the Audio First option (I’m speaking from experience). So, 

regardless of whether you chose the Book First or Audio First option, here is how you 

produce a great Audiobook that will be publishable on ACX (which will go on Amazon, 

Audible and iTunes). 

 

http://us.stocklib.com/index.php
http://fiverr.com/


First, refer to the basic checkpoints for the Audio First option of your recording “studio” – 

they will still apply here. Specifically, find a secluded place that is as noise-free as 

possible.  

 

Also: 

 

- You HAVE TO have an external microphone. You can get affordable ones, like this 

Logitech Headset Microphone. ACX will likely not approve your Audiobook if you use 

your computer speakers. The quality is just not good enough.  

- Use your computer and download Audacity (free audio recording software for PC and 

Mac) 

 

Start by going to cueprompter.com and paste the text from a sub-chapter in your book. 

It will look like this (depending on which settings you choose): 

 

 
 

Each sub-chapter should be recorded as its own separate audio mp3. This will be 

important when you upload your Audiobook to ACX. If you’re not exactly sure what 

constitutes a “sub-chapter” in your book, follow the golden rule that a greater number of 

shorter tracks are better. It will also make it easier to edit.  

 

For each sub-chapter, follow these steps in Audacity before you start recording: 

1. Your project rate should be 44100 Hz (#1 in the image below).  

2. Be sure to have at least 1-1.5 seconds of “dead” audio at the beginning and end of 

your track (#2 in the image below). 

3. Make sure your external microphone is selected when recording (#3 in the image 

below). 

http://amzn.com/B004E2IEVW
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
http://cueprompter.com/


 

To start recording, click the record button in Audacity and start the cueprompter. Now 

it’s just up to you to narrate your book (not as easy as it sounds but have fun with it )! 

*****Audacity Tip***** 

You are going to make mistakes when recording your Audiobook and it will take you 

FOREVER if you stop recording every time you make a mistake and start over from the 

beginning.  

Instead, I will snap my fingers or clap my hands immediately after I’ve made a mistake. 

This will cause an obvious “spike” in the audio that will make it easier during the editing 

process (see #1 in the image below). Keep the audio recording going but rewind the 

cueprompter to the part where you made the mistake and continue on. You can edit it 

after the track is fully recorded.  

 



When editing the track, use the scissors (#2 in the image above) to get rid of the 

unwanted audio. This will include any mistakes you’ve made or excess audio at the 

beginning and end. Just click and drag over the audio you want to get rid of and select 

the scissors tool. 

Once you have removed the audio you don’t want, use the mute tool for the 1-1.5 

seconds at the beginning and end of your track (#3 in the image above). Use the same 

click and drag. This will silence the audio. 

When you are done editing, choose File > Export > Options and select 192 kbps for the 

quality of the mp3 audio (#4 in the image below). This is mandatory for ACX. 

 

Other considerations: 

ALWAYS "Save Project As" and save your Audacity project so if you need to edit it 

later, you can. 

DON'T GET FRUSTRATED – you’ll get better with practice! I’m a fan of trying to record 

all of my audio in a couple of days (yes, it can be draining but it’s well worth it!). Once 

you get in a rhythm, it is easier to keep it going. 

RELAX! Be passionate and be YOU. Put your heart into the microphone and you can’t 

go wrong.  



3. PUBLISH 
 

 

The hard part is done. Let’s get you published! 

 

Oh yeah, short and sweet. No need to stall... 

 

 

Format and Publish Your eBook to Amazon 
 

The first step is to set up your own individual account on Amazon KDP (Kindle Direct 

Publishing). Amazon needs to know how they can pay you when your book starts 

selling! 

Use the following steps to upload your eBook and publish it on Amazon KDP: 

1. After you’ve set up your account, login to Amazon KDP and click “Add New Title” 

2. Enter your title. Personally, I will enter my entire title and sub-title on the “title” line. It 

displays better on Amazon and seems to help with the keyword search. 

3. If you’re planning to make your book part of a series, enter it (you can always enter it 

later). Edition number will usually be left blank for your first edition and choose a 

publishing company if you have one or are planning to make one.  

4. Enter your book description. This is IMPORTANT. I usually start by asking 2-3 

questions that I know my ideal reader would be asking, and then I go into how my book 

provides the solution. Once people have gotten to your individual book page on 

Amazon, THIS is the part that normally seals the deal. Your book description must be 

compelling. 

5. Add book contributors. Chances are, it will just be you as the author. But if you had 

anyone else contribute to the foreword or anything else, add it here. 

6. Choose your language 

7. Leave ISBN blank (you don’t need one) 

https://kdp.amazon.com/
https://kdp.amazon.com/


8. Under “Verify Your Publishing Rights,” choose “This is not a public domain work.” 

This means that you own all the rights to the book. 

9. Under “Target Your Book to Customers,” select the categories that you identified in 

the first section.  

10. Age Range and Grade Range will be left blank for almost all books. 

11. Input your keywords, separated by a comma, which you identified in the first section. 

12. Select your “Book Release Option.” You can either release it immediately or choose 

to release it at a later date. 

13. Upload your Book Cover (likely the one that you outsourced). Dimensions for my 

covers are 2515 x 3508, but you can use anything with these rough dimensions. In 

general, the bigger size, the better. 

14. Under “Upload Your Book File,” select “Do not enable digital rights management.” 

Digital rights management means that there is an added layer of protection applied to 

your book. You might think this would be a good thing, but in my experience, it actually 

makes it more difficult to read your book, even for your customers who want to read it. I 

believe in making it accessible, and if people truly want to distribute your book without 

authorization, they’re going to find a way to do it regardless. Just my opinion. 

15. Browse for your book content file. The most popular formats for uploading are .docx, 

HTML and PDF, but you can use other formats (see the KDP content guidelines if 

you’re interested in other formats).  

16. Under “Preview Your Book,” click the “Online Previewer” button. This will open a 

pop-up window where you can preview your book. Don’t worry about the specific device 

you’re previewing your book on, but you want to look for the following things (keep in 

mind, you can always outsource these formatting considerations through Fiverr): 

- 1 inch margins 

- Page breaks (so your content is separated between sections) 

- Spacing and paragraphs (you can use either “Align Left” or “Justify Text”) 

- Images 

- Hyperlinked Table of Contents (so it links to the specific chapters in your book – it will 

appear like the image below in blue) 

- Compress your images (this will result in a smaller file size for your book, which means 

you’ll make more money on your royalties) 



 

It’s a good idea to have a copy of your book open at the same time so you can make 

the changes immediately when you see them in the previewer. After the changes are 

made, re-upload your book content file and click “Save and Continue.” 

17. Under “Verify Your Publishing Territories,” choose “Worldwide rights” (you DO want 

to publish globally, right?). 

18. Set Your Pricing and Royalty. There’s no SET price you need to choose for your 

book. What do you think it’s worth? What are the other books in your categories selling 

for? 

To receive a 70% royalty, you must price it at a minimum of $2.99 USD. I start most of 

my books between $2.99 and $4.99. Then, if they’re selling well at these price points I 

will gradually increase it. You can also click on the KDP Price Support Service button to 

see what they suggest. Usually, they’ll suggest a higher price than what you’re thinking. 

This results in more revenue in your pocket but less books sold. It depends on what the 

goals are for your book. If you want to get it to as many readers as possible and you’re 

using your book as a front end product, choose a lower price. 

I will usually set the price automatically for the other countries based on the US price. 

19. Leave “Enroll in Kindle Matchbook” blank.  

20. For “Kindle Book Lending,” check the box to allow it. You will earn roughly $1.00-

1.50 USD for every “lend” of your book.  

Click “Save and Publish.” BAM! You’re eBook will be live in the Kindle Store within 3-4 

hours!   



 

Format and Publish Your Print Book to CreateSpace 
 

The first step is to set up your own individual account on Amazon CreateSpace (Print 

Book Publishing). This is a separate royalty payment from your eBook payment. 

Use the following steps to upload your Print Book and publish it on Amazon 

CreateSpace: 

1. After you’ve set up your account, login to Amazon CreateSpace account and click 

“Add New Title” (on the left hand side) 

2. Under “Tell us the name of your project,” enter your title AND sub-title 

3. Choose “Paperback” for the type of project you want to start 

4. Choose the “Guided” setup process 

5. Add your name as the “Primary Author 

6. List any additional contributors, series titles or edition numbers (just like you would 

have in Amazon KDP for your eBook) 

7. Select your language and your publication date. Click the “Select and Continue” 

button. 

https://www.createspace.com/
https://www.createspace.com/


 

8. Select “Free CreateSpace-Assigned ISBN.” In short, this means that you’re 

publishing exclusively through CreateSpace. Click “Continue.” 

9. Choose your Book Interior Type and Paper Color. All of mine are Black & White on 

White paper. You can choose Full Color if you wish but it will cut into your royalties 

when your book sells. I choose 6 x 9 for my sizing. It’s the most standard size and the 

easiest one to format. 

10. Select “Upload Your Book File.” Typical formats are PDF, .doc or .docx.  

11. Review your book the same way you did on Amazon KDP for your eBook. 

Formatting considerations (you can outsource these formats through Fiverr):  

- *Change the layout of your document to 6 x 9 

- 1 inch margins 

- *Add page numbers to all pages 

- Page breaks (so your content is separated between sections) 

- Spacing and paragraphs (you can use either “Align Left” or “Justify Text”) 

- Use page numbers for Table of Contents 

- *Unlink any hyperlinks you have within the book and list out the full web address. 

Either simplify them or consider removing them if they’re long (people won’t type in 



eadkafkakajdfa.com for a web address – it’s too complex) 

- *Make sure your images are higher resolution (usually, you’ll need Photoshop or a 

third party application to do this). Otherwise, you’ll get an error message in 

CreateSpace that your images may appear “pixelated” when printed 

* = specific things to pay attention to that are different than your eBook 

On the Distribute dropdown (on the left hand side): 

12. Choose “Upload Your Print Ready PDF Cover.” I always use a Glossy finish – I think 

it looks better. 

13. Under “Channels,” make sure you select Amazon.com, Amazon Europe and 

CreateSpace eStore (the more spots your book can sell, the better).  

14. Also select everything possible under “Expanded Distribution.” 

15. Choose your List Price under “Pricing.” You can use whatever you want but, just like 

your eBook, choose the combination of what you think your book is worth and what 

other books are selling for in your categories. My books sell for between $14.97 and 

$19.97.  

16. Under “Description,” copy and paste the same book description you used for your 

eBook under the CreateSpace book description.  

17. Select the appropriate BISAC category (it will be similar to your Amazon category) 

18. Add an Author Biography, if you have one. If you don’t, consider going back and 

adding one after your crafted one for your Amazon Author Central account (in the next 

section). 

19. Input your Keywords. You only get five on CreateSpace, so choose the most 

popular five that you used for you Amazon eBook.  

20. Click “Save and Continue” and publish it!  

NOTE - You don’t have to publish your book on Kindle (it will probably ask you this on 

the last page) because you’ve already done it. The print book and eBook will 

automatically sync for you once the book goes live. You will receive an email from 

CreateSpace (usually within 24 hours) asking you for one final approval before your 

print book officially becomes available.  



 

Format and Publish Your Audiobook to ACX 
 

The first step is to set up your own individual account on ACX (Audiobook publishing 

platform for Amazon, Audible and iTunes). This is a separate royalty payment from your 

eBook and Print Book payments. 

First, it’s important to note that you have different options for producing an Audiobook. If 

you DO NOT want to record the Audiobook yourself, these are your options: 

1. Pay a producer a flat rate 

2. Pay a producer an hourly wage 

3. Do a royalty split 

I’m not going to go in-depth into these options because I haven’t used them. Passion 2 

Published is about teaching people how to publish THEIR passion, and to do this, I 

believe it’s better to record your Audiobook yourself and put your passion into the 

microphone. When I start to doubt my own voice, I look at the first audio series I ever 

bought, Personal Power by Tony Robbins. If you’ve heard Tony speak, you know that 

his voice is not the most “pleasant” to listen to. If he can sell hundreds-of-millions of 

dollars of audio programs, it is possible for all of us  

Here we go: 

1. After you’ve set up your account, login to your ACX Account and click “Add Your 

Title” (on the right hand side) 

2. Search for your book – it will automatically find your book on Amazon. Click “This is 

my book” and claim the book as your own. 

3. Choose “I have this book in audio and I want to sell it” 

4. Under “Territory Rights,” choose “World.” 

5. Under “type of distribution,” choose “Exclusive.” I’m assuming you’re not planning on 

publishing outside of Audible, iTunes and Amazon (really, why would you?) and you 

want a 40% royalty. 

6. Choose your language and select “Continue.” 

https://www.acx.com/
https://www.acx.com/
http://passion.scottwelle.com/
http://passion.scottwelle.com/


7.  Agree to the terms and select “Continue.” 

8. ACX automatically imports a lot of the information from Amazon (which is nice), so 

review these things and tweak as needed. List yourself or your publishing company as 

the owner and copyright owner. Click “Continue.” 

9. Upload your Cover. Dimensions should be square, or 2400 x 2400. I will normally just 

duplicate and resize your eBook cover image with a simple image editor. If it looks really 

funky, you can consider outsourcing this as well. 

10. Upload your individual audio files. 

Formatting considerations and reminders (refer to the Creating a FINAL Audiobook 

chapter on how to do these things): 

- Must be in .mp3 format 

- 44100 Hz  

- 192 kbps  

- at least 1 second of silenced audio at the head and tail (beginning and end) of each 

individual track 

It will look something like this when you’re done uploading: 

 



11. Click “I’m Done!” on the top right. The Uploading process is probably simpler on 

ACX than on either of the other platforms.  

NOTES: 

- You CANNOT choose your pricing on ACX. It’s based on the duration of recorded 

content. Sorry...no way around that  

- It takes A LOT longer for your Audiobook to get approved than your eBook or Print 

Book. Usually, it will be between 7-14 days. I think this is because they have people 

individually listen to your book before final approval.   



4. MONETIZE 
 

These chapters give you the secret sauce for maximizing your royalties and getting the 

very best out of your book. It includes getting your book on the best sellers list, ongoing 

book promotion, social media strategies, positioning yourself correctly as an author and 

fine-tuning your book sales.  

 

Cracking the Best Sellers List 
 

Getting the title of “Best Selling Author” is HUGE. Once you have it, it never leaves you. 

It stays on your bio, resume, portfolio, etc., forever. It’s worth it to do it right.  

 

There are 5 simple steps to getting your book on the best sellers list. 

 

1. Give a copy to friends, family, peers and ask for reviews 

 

To get reviews, your book must already be published on Amazon. What you want to do 

is give the people closest to you a copy of the book (I will usually send them a PDF 

copy or gift them a copy through Amazon) and ask them if they would please post a 

review for your book. Give them time and make it as easy for them as possible by 

sending them your direct review link: 

 

Your Amazon review link is: "https://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?ie=UTF8&asin=######" Insert YOUR book's ASIN (located on your Amazon 

page) in place of ######. 

 



 
 

The critical mass seems to be at 10+ reviews and this is the number you should strive 

for. If you don’t have this many reviews, your book can still do well, but anywhere close 

to ten is MORE than enough social proof to make customers feel comfortable 

purchasing your book.  

 

NOTE – never bribe people to write good reviews for your book. That’s shady. If you 

ask the people close to you to leave a review, they’ll almost certainly say something 

nice. You don’t have to do any false publicity to sell your book. It will happen naturally. 

 

2. Run a free 1-2 day KDP promotion 

 

When you publish exclusively on Amazon, you are eligible to enroll in KDP (Kindle 

Direct Publishing) and you get 5 free promotional days every 90 days. Login to the 

Bookshelf in your KDP account and choose “Manage Benefits.” 

 



 
 

Originally, I would set it up as a 1-day free promotion and the best day is typically 

Wednesday. Check the statistics in your dashboards in the mid evening and if you’re 

not about 400-500 downloads, consider scheduling a second promotional day for the 

next day (so, you’re running a 2-day promotion).  

 

This will drive massive amounts of traffic to your book and when it goes from being a 

FREE book to a FEE book, you’ll have lots of potential buyers looking at it. Regardless 

of what price you’re looking at charging for your book, pricing your book at $2.99-$4.99 

seems to work well when your book comes off of a free KDP promotion.  

 

Of course, this depends on the pricing within the other books in your category, so be 

sure to do your research before deciding your price. If anything, err on the side of 

underpricing coming off of a free KDP promotion. All you need to do is sell enough 

copies to get on the Best Sellers List ONCE – then you can start to up the price 

incrementally.  

 

3. Offer a BONUS for buying on a certain date 

 

Run this bonus for the date after your KDP promotion ends (or, at least within 48 hours). 

Sample bonuses could be: 

 

- Free Audiobook (ACX will give you at least 25 free coupon codes) 

- Another complimentary ebook or book you’ve written 

- A special report (or white paper) 

- An in-depth training video or podcast 

- Group coaching call 

- Live webinar 



 

I would NOT recommend giving away one-on-one consultations (or coaching) with a 

book purchase. Hopefully you know this already but your time is your most precious 

asset. Don’t give it away if the ROI isn’t there. Choose one of the strategies above and 

use them first.  

 

4. Promote to social media 

 

Choose your favorite social media platform(s) and promote to it. For the most part, 

social media should have a skewed average of non-salesy content to salesy content, 

but if there is ever a time to entice your followers with a compelling offer and a bonus for 

buying your book, this is it! Remember – the people that follow you, trust you. They 

WANT to support you but you have to let them know what you’re doing for them to be 

able to do that.  

 

5. Leverage promotional partners 

 

Promotional partners are easy to find when you can both provide value for each other. 

Are there other businesses or people in your industry who would be willing to promote 

your book? It looks good for them because they are providing valuable information for 

their audience and it’s good for you because it allows you to spread your message 

beyond your circle of influence.  

 

Think about your key strategic partnerships. Many people miss this vital step but it pays 

off if you take the time. Just know, you will want to provide any promotional partners 

with plenty of lead-time if they’re going to promote your book. Unless you have an 

extremely strong relationship with them, they’re going to want to know that your book is 

credible and solid before promoting it.  

 

*****How to know if you’re a best seller author***** 

  

I get asked the question all the time, “How do I know if I’m a best selling author?” Here’s 

the answer... 

 

The nice thing about Amazon is that they have real time tracking of your book sales in 

every country. In all categories and sub-categories, Amazon will always list the top 100 

best selling books. All you need to do is crack the top 100 (which you will do, if you 

follow the strategies throughout this book) and you are a best selling author...for LIFE.  

 



When you’re running your first promotions, go on your individual book page and scroll 

down. You will see be able to see where you are in the best sellers rank like the image 

below: 

 

 
 

Video Book Promotion 
 

Video is one of the most critical components to effective book promotion. Interestingly, 

authors typically have a more introverted personality, whereas being good on video 

requires you to be more extroverted.  

 

At this point, most people will say, “I’m sorry, I just can’t do that.” Yes, you CAN. Being 

good on video is nothing more than a skill that can be learned...by anyone. 

 

In my Sales Book, I discuss that a large component of sales comes back to trust (I call it 

the BLT: Belief, Likeability and Trust). It doesn’t matter how good your writing is, or your 

marketing, what builds trust the fastest is when potential buyers are able to SEE you. 

They want to get to know you...if only a little bit. Video builds this trust. 

   

Key reminders for creating an effective video promotion: 

1. Look THROUGH the camera and talk to your ideal reader! 

http://amzn.com/B00KLSYQPG


Don’t look AT the camera; look THROUGH it. Eyes are the window to the soul and 

doing this lets your audience know you are speaking directly to them. 

2. Ensure you have good quality audio 

Studies have actually shown that, even on video, people care more about being able to 

HEAR what you’re saying than the overall quality of the video (see the next point). Use 

an external microphone if you have one. Otherwise, "dampen" the room beforehand. 

Try to avoid open areas and hardwood floors. 

3. Don't buy an expensive super-duper HD camcorder 

If you’ve seen some of my videos, there’s probably a 50/50 shot that one of them was 

shot with my phone (iPhone 5, to be exact). The cameras on phones are so good these 

days that it makes no sense to go out and buy an expensive camcorder, especially if 

you’re just getting started. Your laptop, phone or tablet is more than enough quality. 

Follow this basic outline for a strong video book promotion: 

1. Introduction (your name, expertise and book title) 

2. Why you wrote the book (What is your story? Whom are you trying to help?) 

3. Book description (BRIEF overview of what's included in the book). Don't tell them 

everything - just give viewers an idea of what to expect 

4. How viewers can get the book + bonuses (are you offering any additional incentives 

for buying the book?) 

Once this video is completed, upload it to YouTube and share it/embed it everywhere. 

Just like Amazon, make the title and description of your video as keyword-friendly as 

you possible for how people are searching in your niche. You’ll want to make sure to 

have you have a link for people to buy your book somewhere on the page where you 

host your video or embed it. 

If you’d like to see my video book promotion for the 50 Best Tips EVER For Running, 

please see the below video: 

http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank


 

 

Advanced Social Media Strategies 
 

Using social media well will promote ONGOING book sales. It also serves as a good 

starting point for building your brand. 

There's a RIGHT way and a WRONG way to do social media. You want to casually let 

people know that you're an author but you don't need to jam it down their throats. 

People appreciate solid, quality content, and if you provide this (in any social media 

platform), you will get noticed and your books will sell. 

Follow these basic strategies for better social media branding: 

LINKEDIN: 

If you’re a serious business professional and you’re not on LinkedIn, you need to start. 

The median income on LinkedIn dwarfs all the other social media platforms. People go 

to other social media sites to be entertained; they go on LinkedIn for networking and 

quality information. 

Write regular (weekly) posts about topics related to your book and share them with your 

connections. LinkedIn has recently released a blog-type format that can greatly 

enhance your credibility and authority. Write quality articles (or post excerpts from your 

http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank


book) about your TOPIC or INDUSTRY – not just a sales pitch for the book. People on 

LinkedIn appreciate knowledge and insight. 

Join groups in your target market. Most will be closed groups that you’ll have to ask to 

join, but once you do, you’ll usually be let in. 

Also, be sure to add "Author" (and, hopefully, “Best Selling Author”) to your profile.  

FACEBOOK: 

Build a business page and post quotes and excerpts from your book. I will either post a 

quote in text format or post it in a “quote card” like below: 

 

(NOTE – you can get people to do these quote cards for you on Fiverr) 

There are plenty of Facebook groups (public and private) that you can join as well. Just 

search for “book club” or “Kindle books” and you’ll come up with more than enough 

results. 



Also install “freebooksy” app that will migrate all your data from Amazon onto your page 

so your fans and followers can buy directly off your page if they want to. 

INSTAGRAM:  

Post quote cards (like above) with short passages from your book that people will like 

and share. Any catchy images that relate to your book, topic or industry will enhance 

your brand. Not just for self-help and motivation industries! 

I’d also recommend using a consistent hashtag for your book (I always use 

#outperform). This goes for Twitter too. If you develop a following it will come in handy 

for search purposes. 

TWITTER:  

Post short quotes from your book and ask your followers questions that they’ll respond 

to. Engage them! Also consider using some of the following hashtags: 

#kindle 

#ebook 

#amazon 

#prime 

#kindlebook 

#acx 

#audible 

#audiobook 

FIVERR:  

Consider exploring Fiverr for promoting your book. Search for “book promotion,” or 

something similar. To be fully transparent, I haven’t used this a lot...but it is intriguing. 

Do a bit of research first and make sure the gig is legit with high ratings, but if your 

Fiverr promotion gets you ANYTHING more than 2-3 sales, you're already profitable. 

Not a lot to ask. 

 

 

Amazon Author Central 
 



Creating an Amazon Author Central account (free) establishes your credibility as an 

author and allows you to house author-related information all in one place. 

 

There are six key areas to focus on for your Amazon Author Central page: 

 

 

1. Biography 

Create a high quality biography. This IS your sales pitch. Mine is listed at the end of this 

chapter. Its purpose is to position you as an expert authority. 

2. Blog 

Link your blog here (if you have one). It doesn’t matter if it’s from your website, Tumblr, 

Blogger, etc. 

3. Events 

If you have any webinars, interviews, book signings, media appearances, speaking 

engagements, etc., post them here. Let people know where you are. 

4. Link Twitter Feed 

Self-explanatory. What are you currently talking about? 

5. Videos 

https://authorcentral.amazon.com/


Link your video book promotion (you will actually have to upload the video file), as well 

as anything else that will enhance your appearance and brand. 

6. Photos 

You can upload eight photos here and organize them however you want to. It’s a good 

idea to have the majority of the photos look professional but also include 1-2 that show 

your lighter side (photos with family and friends).  

MY BIO  

Scott Welle is a #1 international best selling author, speaker, peak performance 

strategist and founder of Outperform The Norm, which trains high achievers and 

athletes to remove their self-imposed limitations, increase confidence and accomplish 

more than they ever thought possible. He has authored 9 books, has a Master’s degree 

in Sport Psychology, serves on the Executive Certification Board for NESTA, the 

Advisory Board of the Minnesota School of Business – Globe University and the Board 

of Directors for the Minnesota Distance Runners Association. Scott is a foremost 

authority on motivation via the Brain-Body interaction and practices what he preaches 

regarding health and high performance – completing five Ironman triathlons and 25 

marathons and ultramarathons. 

POSITIONING yourself is critical, so when you're posting your bio on different platforms 

(Author Central and Social Media), make it sound compelling. People should read your 

bio and be impressed!  



FINAL THOUGHTS... 
 

First, thanks for joining me on these pages. I hope it served you (and will continue to 

serve you) as you create, publish and monetize your book and, perhaps, consider 

creating multiple books in the future. Remember, you have lifetime access to the 

Resource Bank so continue to come back to the instructional videos and downloads as 

needed.  

If you’ve read this book as a fresh, wanna-be best selling author, I’ll let you in on a little 

secret – creating a book is no different than anything else in life that you’ve never done 

before. It is a skill to be mastered and it’s ALWAYS the most difficult the first time 

around. But when you press on and accomplish your goal, it’s that much sweeter in the 

end.   

I truly believe that everyone, if they use these strategies, can become a best selling 

author. I wouldn’t have written this book and created the Passion 2 Published program if 

I thought otherwise. Following these simple steps levels the playing field. It allows you 

to compete with the “big boys” (the major publishers), which is part of the reason that I 

say there has NEVER been a better time in history to write a book than right now. It’s a 

beautiful thing. 

If there is one thing I’ve learned from working with hundreds of aspiring authors, it’s this: 

if you don’t have a clearly defined timeframe in which you’ll create your book, it probably 

won’t happen. Or, it’ll certainly take you a lot longer. If your deadline doesn’t make you a 

little sweaty and bring a sense of urgency, it needs to be stepped up. Success is neither 

comfortable nor convenient. I’ve had books created and published within seven days 

(and seen others do the same), and whatever you set your mind and a singular focus 

towards, you can get done. Never forget that.  

Go publish your passion...SOON! 

In best selling authorship,  

- Scott 

Creator, Passion 2 Published 

  

http://passion.scottwelle.com/resource-bank


Still Not Sure Where To Start? 

Want To Go From Thought To Action? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you need help getting started, don’t sweat it. I’ve been there myself. I would be 

more than willing to provide that extra push on your Best Selling journey. 

 

Click Here for a SPECIAL OFFER 
 

Work with me 1-on-1 AND save 50%! 

(limit one per person ) 

  

https://mh131.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/Best-Selling-Blueprint-One-on-One-Jumpstart


In His Own Words 
 

I remember playing sports growing up and  

my dad telling me, “Don’t be afraid to take the last  

shot. Somebody has to - it may as well be YOU.”  

 

But I didn’t usually do it. I lacked belief in myself and  

shrunk from the spotlight. It seemed easier to blend  

in than to have that heavy weight on my shoulders.  

 

This was long before the #1 best selling books,  

videos, international sales and media appearances. 

How did it happen? The answer isn’t sexy. 

 

I just started waking up, deciding to take the shot.  

Somebody had to and it may as well be me.  

 

My greatest hope is that,  

whatever shot you’ve been  

waiting to take; you step  

up and pull the trigger.  

Maybe it’s a book;  

maybe it’s a business.  

But you’ll never feel  

more alive than in  

that moment,  

that pursuit,  

that courage. 

 

- Scott 

  



Scott Welle is a #1 international best-selling author, speaker, peak performance 

consultant and Founder of Outperform The Norm, a leading program that trains 

people to improve performance, increase confidence and raise their personal 

standard of excellence. 
 

He has authored 8 best selling books that have been read  

by hundreds-of-thousands of people around the globe,  

serves on the Executive Certification Board for NESTA,  

the Board of Directors for the Health Fitness Specialist  

at Minnesota School of Business – Globe University  

and the Board of Directors for the Minnesota Distance  

Runners Association. 
 

Scott is best known for his work with high achievers.  

Whether in business, athletics or life, Scott’s no-nonsense  

                           approach is endearing for those driven  

                           to excel and willing to do what it takes  

                           to reach the next level. Because of these  

                           success stories, he is considered a  

                           foremost authority on peak performance.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                    Scott practices what he preaches regarding health and 

human potential – completing five Ironman triathlons and 25 marathons  

and ultramarathons. He is close with his brother, Jason. Together, they  

“plod” at least one marathon a year, laughing the whole way. 
 

For free resources on motivation and high achievement,  

visit ScottWelle.com. 

http://scottwelle.com/

